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Group work in the institution is relatively new. Since there has been
very little research in this area of social work, it is hoped that this
study will have significeuace.
Trecker defines group work as:
...a method through which individuals in groups in social agency
settings are helped by a worker who guides their interaction in pro¬
gram activities so that they may relate themselves to others auid ex¬
perience growth opportunities in accordance with their needs amd ca¬
pacities to the end of the individual, group and community development.
In social group work, the group itself is utilized by the individuad
with the help of the worker as a primary means of the personaility
growth, chauige, amd development. The worker is interested in helping
to bring about individual growth amd sociaLL develojanent for the com¬
munity as a result of guided group interaction. ^
The researcher hopes to show the role of the group worker in the use of
the group method. This study will amalyze the role of the worker with a
formed group of moderately retarded residents.^ The hypothesis is that the
study will show group development through the group experience.
Konopka brings to the forefront the value of sociad group work in the
institution. She stated that: "When the basic purpose of institutionad
life was established as treatment, it became clear that socied group work
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was especiaO-ly capable of helping with the whole group living process.
She stated further that: "Another basic function of the social group
worker in any institutional setting will be to work directly with formed
selected groups on some specified problems of the group.
The formed groups at the Fort Wayne State School fall into this cate¬
gory as outlined by Konopoka. Since these groups are selected for treat¬
ment purposes, the role of the group worker becomes significant, for the
development of the individual to his maximum. The group worker has a sig¬
nificant place with the group.
A group worker is:
...Primarily a helping person rather than a group leader. He is
present with the group as a helper or enabler, there to do things with
the group rather than for, or to, the group. He works throu^ each of
the group members and occupies a position of liaison between the group
auid the agency.^
At the Fort Wayne State School, the social group worker is a helping
person, whose attention is centered on the entire group. Each formed group
is composed entirely of moderate or mild functioning residents, i.e. moder¬
ates and mllds are not mixed in the same group.^ These groups are formed
for the purpose of socialization, and habilitation. ^
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Trecker, op. cit., p. 26.
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At present no group work is done with the severely retarded resident.
The low level of physical and mental functioning of the severely retarded
makes group work with them almost impossible.
5
Habilitatlon - see page 75 below.
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This resesa*ch is based upon the study of the role of the group worker
with a moderate group.
Role may be identified as an established pattern of behavior in a re¬
lationship between one person and another or others, governing the social
Interaction between self and the other or others. A role consists of
rights and obligations. A group worker eaqpects to behave in a certain way
and he is expected to behave in a certain way in the group situation and in
the agency situation generally.
Purpose
To describe the group worker's role in promoting interaction with
groups of the mentally retarded towards the goals of socialization and
habilitation.
Scope and Limitation
This study is limited to the role of the group worker with selected
formed groups at the Fort Wayne State School. The study was conducted for
a six-month period during block field work in group work.
The student was a second year student relatively inexperienced in re¬
search which made this an additional limitation.
Ifethod of Procedure
Fort Wayne State School has an established group work program which at
present has eighteen current groups. The researcher selected one moderate¬
ly retarded group as the sample for this study. The records were analyzed
for the purpose of studying the role of the group worker. Certain aspects
of group and group work process were used as a guide in the analysis of the
role of the group worker with formed groups. From these aspects a schedule
for reading the records was developed. The schedule was used to analyze
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eighteen group meetings. The records were written over a period of six
months and one week. The records were taken from the current group work
files of the Social Service Department of the Fort Wayne State School.
The writer of the records is a full time professional staff member in the
group work section of the department.
Interviews were conducted with several staff members of different
disciplines who are concurrently working with the children in the habilita-
tion program.
These were the aspects selected for the purpose of studying the work¬
er's role in the group: group Interpersonal relationships, relationships of
member to member, member to group, member to worker and member to agency;
group structure including sub-groupings; work with individuals within the
group; group atmosphere and group control. Program developanent, individu¬
alization and worker's role were also included as a part of the study plan.
CHAPTER II
SETTING
The Fort Wayne State School for the mentally retarded was opened
July, 1890. Historically it was created by an act of the Indiana legisla¬
ture in 1879. Originally the institution was to be an adjunct to the
Indiana State Soldiers and Sailors Children's home at Knightstown, Indiana.
The Fort Wayne State School is an institution designed for the treat¬
ment, training and habilitation of mentally retarded residents from the
northern half of the state. The institution's main campus is located with-
in the corporate limits of the city of Fort Wayne. The toted enrollment as
of February 20, 1959 was 2,009 residents with an additional 125 persons on
the waiting list for admissions. There eure 1,048 male residents and 961 fe¬
male residents.
The institution accepts all degrees of mental retardation, but not
having a nursery setting, it limits all admissions to six years and above
The residents are housed in nine cottages, with two and three storys.
A 130 bed hospital, a school building, a beauty and barbershop, a canteen,
a laundry, a bakery and other necessary facilities for the care and treat¬
ment of the residents are maintained.
The Fort Wayne State School is operated under the Division of Mental
Health which is a state agency. Its responsibilities are to direct the
ftinctionlng of eight psychiatric hospitals, two schools for retarded
_
Interview with Jerome Henry (Director of Social Service, Fort Wayne
State School, Fort Wayne, Indiana, February 25, 1959).
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children 6uid several outpatient clinics.
The residents are accepted in the institution through voluntary ad¬
missions or court commitments. These are admission commitments from one
of the superior or circuit courts in the 42 counties in northern Indiana,
which the institution serves or through a voluntary admission procedure
initiated either by the family or responsible relative if the resident is
under twenty-one years of age or by the resident himself if over twenty-
one years of age.^
The type of care and treatment is adapted to the physical and mental
ability of each resident. The residents are classified in three categaries
of retardation: mild, moderate and severe.
Severe retardation: Those who have approximate I.Q.'s below 20;
are unable to protect themselves from ordinary dangers; are unable to
provide for ordinary wants; have very limited power of communication;
need constemt supervision; eind are a social burden rather them a social
menace. The training is concentrated on social competency skills, in¬
cluding sdl areas of self help and personal habits, in a well regulat¬
ed permissive home atmosphere.
Moderate retardation: Those who have approximate l.Q.'s between 20
and 49; are able to do simple tasks under supervision and need social
supervision; are able to attend to personal wants with little help;
are limited in communication; may learn to read a few words for their
protection, e.g. "caution," "danger," "poison," "stop," "go," "fire
escape." The training Includes areas of personal habits and grooming,
religious practices smd character development, basic academic skills,
handicrafts, social adjustments auid recreation; and work activities
such as fazmi or yard chores and housework under supervision.
Mild retardation: Those who have approximate I.Ci's between 50 emd
69. It is especially dlfficvilt to deteimiine the upper limit of mental
retardation in terms of I.Q. alone. There is evidence to show that ad¬
justment is related to mented health at least as much as to intelli¬
gence as Indicated by the I.Q. The mildly retarded are able to reach
a school achievement of no higher than grade four in most subjects;
may succeed in work as unskilled laborers or possibly as semi-skilled
laborers; experience a great deal of difficulty exercising proper
judgment, adapting to emergency or unusual situations, or working
1
Interview with Jerome Henry (Director of Sociad Service, Fort Wayne
State School, Fort Wayne, lEuiiana, February 25, 1959).
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where a time element is involved; support families at a low socio¬
economic level; may have difficulty in understanding complicated laws
and may be led into delinquencies by unscrupulous persons; but with
proper training and guidance, are able to become law-abiding citizens.
The training emphasizes all phases of the program for the moderate¬
ly limited but is extended to include broader application in the aca¬
demic, pre-vocational, and vocational areas. Participation in reli¬
gious, social and recreational activities is stressed as an aid in the
school adjustment as well as in preparation for future community
living.^
The above classification for the severe, moderate, and mild roughly
speaking, are based on the descriptive data in the "Statistical Manual for
the use of Institutions for Mental Defectives, National Committee for
Mental hygiene - 1934.” This manual is under revision by a technical plan¬
ning committee on retardation. The clinicail nomenclature has been worked
out satisfactorily, but the mental status classification has not been com-
2
pleted.
Fort Wayne State School has aligned itself with the modem approaches
to the treatment and habilitation of mentally retarded persons by develop¬
ing a multi-discipline approach in Institutional living... However, a
utilization of sound scientific knowledge as to the development of person¬
alities and sociability program has centered its efforts not only in a
better physical plant, better physicaLL care of the resident but, also has
concerned itself about emotional social development.
The total institutional program is geared towards providing residents
a maximum life experience within the limits of each indlvldtial' s capacities.
Subsequently by developing program geared to a therapeutic environment the
following services have been initiated:
1
Interview with Dr. I. C. Hamlett (Director of Psychological Services,
Fort Wayne State School, Fort Wayne, Indiana, November 24, 1958).
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h. speech and hearing
i. psychological services
The program eureas as outlined above are functions which are caz*ried
out by the staff. They are explained as follows;
Pre-admission service.—The staff discusses the pre-application find¬
ings of the severed disciplines. The discussions edso include the capacity
of the institution to meet the need of the applicant.
The pre-eu3mission staff determine the applicant’s admittance or rejec¬
tion to the institution. If he is admitted then possible cottage placement
is discussed. The decision regarding referred is edso made. The staffing
further determine the time of admission.^
Progress Review.—This staffing is attended representatives of all
disciplines geared to; Review of residents at varying stages in the train¬
ing process. Staffing of residents in regeurd to referred to specific eureas,
Consideration of resident for community planning.
1
Interview with Jerome F. Henry, (Director of Social Services, Fort
Wayne State School, Fort Wayne, Indiana, February 25, 1959).
2
Interview with R. J. Hartford, (Assistemt Superintendent, Fort Wayne
State School, Fort Wayne, Indiana, February 23, 1959).
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Scheduling.—This conanittee determines daily routine training program
of each child in the institution. It also serves as a clearing house for
any training program added to the child’s treatment plan.
Release Planning.—Staff conferences summarize progress of the resi¬
dent. He is studied by staff for release from the institution or given
opportunity to train to his potential for possible convalescent leave.
Diagnostic Planning.—The Diagnostic and Planning staff must make a
scientific diagnosis of each child who is admitted to the institution.
Also this staffing makes general preliminary planning~the details of which
are worked out by the scheduling committee. This diagnosis is made accord¬
ing to the standard clinical nomenclature established by the Americem As¬
sociation of Mental Deficiency. The diagnosis must be made for the state
and national statistical reports.^ The other services (6) are also extend¬
ed to slLI residents.
The Social Service Department of the totail program of the institution
is of fairly recent origin. In late 1955 the first social worker was em¬
ployed full time with two part-time workers. From this beginning the staff
has now developed to consist of a director, one case work supervisor, three
trained caseworkers, one case aide, one group work supex*vlsor, two trained
group workers and a student affiliation with Atlanta University.
The group work program began with the employment of a fully trained
group worker in February, 1957. The Department of Social Development was
created in July, 1957. The director of this depsurtment was a social worker
and the department consisted of the Social Work Section and Cotteige Life
Section, On October 1, the Department of Social Development ceased to exist
-
Interview with Dr. Hans Meyer, (Director of Clinical Services, Fort
Wayne State School, Fort Wayne, Indiana, February 19, 1959).
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and the Social Service and Cottage Life were raised to department status,
responsible directly to the Superintendent.
During group work's stay under cottage life, it involved working with
groups in the totad living situation. These giroups were cadled "climatic"
groups—groups formed from residents in their Immediate living situations.
Group work again became a part of the Social Service Department in
September, 1958. It established the idea of work with formed groups. "The
fonned group is one for which the agency takes the responsibility for re¬
cruitment and preliminary organization."^
Formed groups at the Fort Wayne State School are con^osed of those
individuals who are referred by the several disciplines to group work
through psychiatric services. These groups were set up on this basis for
the purpose of giving them more direct services, in smaller groups, outside
their immediate living situation.
Group work is working cooperatively with the other disciplines as:
medicine and psychiatry, nursing, psychology, special education, speech and
heanring, recreation, religion, cottage life amd administration. This con¬
stitutes the multi-discipline approach which Fort Wayne State School has
embraced in habilitating the mentally retarded person.
1
Gertrude Wilson and Gladys Ryland, SocleJ. Cb:oup Work Practice
(Boston, 1949), p. 67.
CHAPTER III
PRESENTATION OF DATA
The schedule was set up to analyze the role of the group worker with
the retarded as seen in two main dimensions, social relationships and pro¬
gram activity.^
Items I, II and III of the schedule deal with the social relationships.
Items V and VI deal with program activity. Item IV of the schedule deals
with the group experience of the individual members as a means of ventilat¬
ing emotions connected with different aspects of the members life in the
institution.
Although the entire schedule is relevant to the worker's role perfor¬
mance a separate item VII was added for the purpose of obtaining any perti¬
nent material, which might not have been picked up or registered h7 use of
other items of the schedvile.
Individual behavioral summaries of group members are presented. The
first summaries are combined from July 31, and September 1 reports, the
second summaries of November 17, are quoted directly from the worker's
final report.
The material excerpted by use of the schedule is presented. Introduc¬
tions have been provided as necessary for some records. All records are
summarized after the excerpted material is presented.
Summaries of each of the six meeting periods are presented, followed
by a summarization of the summaries.




Dates: July 31 and September 30, 1958
Worker: J. P.
L. B.—L. B. was bom November 12, 1948. His diagnosis is mongo-
loid with ocular disturbance. He is regarded as a moderate. This
child has good spatial relationships, vitality and good listening at¬
tention aaid abilityj however he does not seem to be reacting to any
stimulants from the environment. He is a relatively quiet boy vho
performs his work but needs much strength from the worker. He does
not respond to any of the other children in the group. He is usually
very amiable aM a happy little child who displays no signs of behavior
disturbances. I feel that his lack of responsiveness is due to his in¬
ability to speak clearly. (The worker had observed only one word
spoken very clearly by L. B. and that was "yes." The worker felt that
L. B. was a severely retarded child functioning on a moderate level,
because of his good hcane environment.
K. M.—K, M. was born November 25, 1947. He is a mongoloid child
who is not testable, however his testing indicated that he Mght be in
a low or severe category. He does not or cannot talk. He does utter
a few words but they are very unclear. (This child was a behavior
problem to the worker. She tried various forms of disciplines with
him, kindness or talking and reasoning with him but that did not seem
very effective, however when sternness was used, he seemed to have re¬
sponded well). K. M. seemed to have difficulty in performing any
activity. (He didn't appear to have very many skills.) His drawing
consists of very sketchy, light coloring using only one crayon, (how¬
ever, with some attention from the worker he would perform more ade¬
quately). Much of the time with K. M. was spent listening to sounds.
(The worker did not know whether he was trying to speak or whether the
sounds were made as an attention getting device).
D. L.—D. L. was born September 27, 1947. He is moderately retard¬
ed, diagnosed as congenited cerebral palsey. (His testing was between
27 and 32, however this child is functioning on a much higher level
than the other group members). He was one of the children who attend¬
ed school. He had certain skills and knew his colors and used various
colors in drawings. He seemed to have had good physical control of
arms and legs, even with the cerebral palsey condition. He enjoyed
almost every type activity. He was not a behavior problem. He re¬
lated well to the other group members. D. L. was willing to partici¬
pate in almost any activity and tried very hard. (The worker felt
that it was due to a feeling of rejection).
R. T.—R. T. was born November 14, 1947. He is classified as
moderately retarded. He is also a mongoloid. (R. T. wears glasses
and seemed to have an ocular disability, however this did not harm his
1
Psurenthetical materlELl has been paraphrased from the original sum¬
maries; the remaining material is quoted directly from the worker's report.
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ability in performance of skills. In performance he was slightly ad¬
vanced over the other children).,. He is a very amiable child and al¬
most lovable... (He still does not seem to interact with the other
boys too well). He also tended to want to dominate the group... (The
only improvement seen by the worker was that he listened a bit better,
but on occasions he would regress to his original negative behavior).
G. E.—G. was born September 4, 1947, His diagnosis is congenital
cerebral maldevelopment; differentiated currently retarded. G. E. had
a speech defect, however it doesn’t seem to affect his ability to re¬
late to the other children and carry on a conversation. (He is very
poor at play and goes from one activity to smother, however, he is
able to perform each activity). I feel that G. E. is functioning on a
moderate or higher moderate level... When he becomes very depressed
he won't do smythlng, and sits in the corner by himself. If I listen
to him for a while and tell him that his parents will be coming for
him, this seems to stimulate him towards participation in the group.
Currently his parents come for him every other week...
C. H.—C. was born March 5, 1951, His diagnosis is congenitsd
cerebral maldevelopment; non specific and he sJ.so has an emotionsJ.
problem. This child is partially toilet trained, however he has not
(soiled) himself yet. This child is the youngest in the group. Cur¬
rently he is displaying acting out behavior. He is currently imitat¬
ing older boys such as (T. L.). He imitates him by masturbating and
beating himself in the face.
He will accuse every child of damaging his work, however he does
this himself and then accuses the other childreh. His drawings are
most unusual, full of what I would term as phallic symbols, but psy¬
chology refers to them as just the work of a brain damaged child.
J. C.—J. can be most disturbing in a group situation. He tries to
dominate the conversation by interrupting and usually asking questions.
He seems to enjoy doing this when a story is being read or when the
boys are engaged in another activity. I have to stop Jerry ftom con¬
stantly tedking but I haven't been too effective.
P. D.—^P. has not attended too many times. He is a new boy but in
the past few weeks has been ill in the hospital. P. csuinot speak and
some feel that he cannot hear, however speech and hearing has indicat¬
ed that he has the potential of hearing but does not utilize it. P.
is continuously fighting and hitting the other boys in the group. He
only picks on boys who are either his size or smaller but never larger
and I am wondering if this is an indication of sibling rivalry. P.
had to be removed from his home because of the same difficulties with
his brothers and sisters and I am wondering if he isn't just transfer¬
ring this hostility on to the other boys in the group. He is a lov¬
able child but does not seem to have the potential to do very much at
this time. Time will only tell as he only has been in the institu¬
tion approximately a month.
C. P.—C. I don't know too well and although he cannot communicate
too well with me, he seems to be enjoying the group thoroughly. Cur¬
rently he tries very hard to speak or imitate but right now he is in
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the process of just beginning.
D. K.—D. is a spastic child who cein neither speak or hear but
lately I have noticed attempts at speaking. I don't know whether he
reads your lips or whether he hears, however one can communicate with
him. The question has been raised several times as to whether D. is
actually retarded but gives the appearance of a retarded boy because
of his spasticity. D. was spoiled at home and he is spoiled in the
cottage because he seems to be the attendants favorite. He is a
charming smd cute little boy >- and capitalizes on his helplessness
However when he gets irritated he takes it out on the other boys. He*
pouts a great deal when he can't do something that he wants to do.
M. H.--M. is a 12 year old boy who really does not belong in this
group.1 His psychological indicates that he is functioning around a
70 I.Q. He actually belongs in a higher functioning group or I
should s€iy an older boy's group of older boys but he has been kept
out because he needs a mother figure. I have asked M. if he woiild
like to go into a higher functioning group or I should say an older
boy's group and he has refused. Evidently he is satisfying some needs
in the group. M. is way above the rest of the boys in ability and in
interest, consequently I have to find more advanced things for M. to
do. I praise him very much because he needs this praise. He is also
one of these children in the cottage that has been ignored because of
stronger friends. One day I spoke to M. about some misbehavior in the
cottage and he became very very hurt and Mrs. B. told me that he was
crying that day. I tried to talk this out with M. but when he went
away he felt very bad. I feel it was because I had disciplined him.
Date: November 17, 1958
L. B.—L. is still a very passive but amiable child. He has pro¬
gressed very little in the areas of skill or Interaction and only
responds when attention is directed toward him. He is rather a pas¬
sive individual who does not retadiate when he is attacked. He seems
to have no close friends in the group aind responds to veiy few boys.
He prefers working individually.
J. C.~J. is one of the newer boys in the group; he is tadler and
older than the majority and his skills are far in advance of the group
several of the boys, G., C., and D. seem to dislike J. J., at present
has no close friends. He responds verbally to all situations but does
not exhibit any warmth towau’d any of the group members. The worker
has encountered difficulties with J. as he is a very destructive child
He chatters incesseuitly and occasionally strikes out at some of the
other children and is usually determined on leading the group. When
he cannot have his way, he goes into temper tantrums which seem to
seriously affect other members in the group who also become very upset.
1
The reader is reminded that this is an expression of opinion by the
group worker quoted directly from the group record.
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J. demands the worker’s attention constantly and acts out if he feels
the worker is not giving sufficient attention. If he does not receive
this attention he destroys something until the worker is forced to
give attention to him.
P. D.—P. is a small boy bordering on the severely retarded. He
csumot speak and his vocabulary consist of two words; "nani" and
"ladi”. P. had to be removed from the home because he was a threat to
the younger children in the family. Same type of behavior can be seen
in the group when he tends to be aggressive toward younger boys. P.,
I feel, is one of the boys that can be reached by the group work, as
he needs some positive peer relationship. Currently, P. is a solitary
player} he tends to play alone in the corner of a room. It is quite
difficult to encourage him to enter a group activity. At this present
time P. responds positively to me rather than the group.
G. E.—G. is an older taller boy thsui the rest of the group. He
seems to have a great deal more insight into situations and can per¬
form on a higher plain. G. occasionally is the person who enforces
controls on the other boys. G. also is an adjustment problem as he is
continuously looking forward to going home and is very preoccupied
with this idea. G. is adept at skills and seems to have a good ability
to relate with other children. However, he still has not been able to
be in a position where he can help the yoimger boys. He is not as
withdrawn as he was during the first few months of the group and seems
to be joining in a little more.
M. H.—M. has not come to a group meeting for approximately seven
meetings.
C. H.—C. is usually a willing group member, however, he still
tends to act out occasionally. If he began to cry at the beginning of
the meeting this usually indicates that it will last throughout the
day. C. does not relate very well to the rest of the group and pre¬
fers to be alone. However, I have seen C. in the past few weeks, talk
to the other boys.
D. K.—D. attends the group meetings consistently, however, occa¬
sionally the meetings conflict with Occupational Therapy. D., be¬
cause he cannot speak, has difficulty relating to the other children.
He is still going through a stage "everything belongs to me". He is
still not able to share what he has with other children but he has
begun to want to share things with me auid I feel that he is progress¬
ing at this point. D. still has some difficulties in co-ordination
which makes it difficult for him to manipulate himself, however, this
does not seem to hinder his activities as he is always very willing to
enter into any activities presented to him. One of the first pro¬
gression I saw in D. was when he retaliated by striking back at P. D.
Previously any child that hit him was not reprimanded since D. would
walk away from the situation or run to me. He hit P. and then looked
at me to see what my reaction was going to be. Since P. has struck
out at so many children I turned the other way vhen D. retaliated as
I felt that P. needed to learn control from the group.
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D. L.—D. is also a very tall amiable child who seems to enjoy
every bit of the meeting. He talks to the boys a great deal and al¬
ways seems willing to help the younger children when they are in dif¬
ficulties. He is a very conscientious boy and though he is a moderate
child, seems to have a longer attention span than the majority. D.
never becomes angry at any of the children smd very few other children
strike out at D. He appears to be very well adjusted both emotionally
and in the cottage.
C. P.—C. has not attended too many times as he has been sick a
great deal. He is also a very small boy who though he verbalizes
sounds, cannot speak distinctly. Some of the other boys seem to have
concern for C. as he is the favorite of the working boys in the cot¬
tage. Some of the older boys axe very protective toward him but I
feel this is something C. does not need. He needs bo learn to be in¬
dependent. At the present time everything is done for him. He is a
very amiable child but does not seem at this time to have the ability
to relate to the other children. I feel at times that he is totally
unaware of the group.
R. T.—R. is beginning to show increasing progression in the area
of interaction. He seems to relate better to the other children and
seems a little more willing to share what he has and to help the other
boys. Recently R. refused to go into Cedar Cottage with the rest of
the group as we were going to have a meeting there. However, after
talking to R. for a while I was able to persuade him that things wovild
be eO-l right. Two months ago this could not have occured with R. as
he can be very stubborn when he wishes. R. enjoys skills and seems to
have a fair grasp of manual skills but sLlso has good body co-ordination
which is rare for this group. R. is a little older mongoloid boy but
yet small in stature. He becomes very angry at J. C. quite often when
J. begins to act out or become destructive. Unfortunately R. never
wins the argraments but he tries.
N. H.—N. has only been Included in this group on a trisQ. basis.
There's a question as to whether N. is actually mentally retarded or
emotionally disturbed; after speaking to Dr. D., he felt that it
couldn't hurt to try group work with this child. At this time he still
hides in comers in the cottage and soils himself, however, he has only
soiled once at the group meeting and that was the very first meeting he
attended. He always seems willing to go with the group and seems to
enjoy watching the other children ple^^, however, he does have out¬
bursts where he screams for no apparent reason. In the cottage he
hides in the corners or in the cloak rooms to be away from the other
children. In the group when he mins into the bath room or into a
corner of the room to hide he always tries to get my attention to let
me know where he is and seems to make a game of this. It always
seems as if he wants me to come and get him and he comes back willing¬
ly only to do it again. I'm not sure whether N. ceui hear but at this
time he can't or won't speak. Occasionally he utters sounds and
moves his thumb and first finger together rapidly and other times he
appears as if he is trying to pull lint or some other little article
off his clothes; he does this rapidly and consistently. For the
first time at the last group meeting N. played ball with me. This has
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been the first time that N. has joined in any activity. VJhen I
brought this to the supervisor's attention she was very surprised at
this as N. is very withdrawn. Also when I enter the cottage N. makes
sure that I see him so that I don't leave without him.
T. H.—T. is a small amiable mongolold child who at this time can¬
not speak but is in the process of learning. He is now able to say a
few words. He is a very helpfxil child and always wants to do some¬
thing for me, however I have not been able to get him to help the
other children. On severed occasions T. has begun to cry during the
group meetings and after speedcing to other disciplines I found this
was unique in my meetings. VHien I first asked the group if they knew
whether euiything was wrong, one of the boys indicated that T. cries in
closed rooms and this has happened in other group meetings where the
room has been small and the door has been closed, however, in the past
few weeks T. has not cried. One time when I brought the group back
after a meeting and left T. at the cottage he kept on running back to
me until I had to explain to him that I had to go back to office
but that I would see him again. He didn't understand this and began
following me consequently I had to ask one of the older Beaver boys to
take him back. One of the attendants stated that he cried for approxi¬
mately an hour over this and remained by himself for the rest of the





Introduction.—The members seemed to have shown that the group was be¬
coming aware of their groupness and that they would have regular meetings.
The worker, in utilizing games, is trying to find some activities in
which all of the group members will be able to actively participate.
During this group meeting some of the group is just returning from
summer vacation while other group members are still away.
I. Relationships
A through E. No evidence.
F. Worker's use of program toward helping each child adjust to the
group or individual members.
I thought of games. However, this is a difficult problem as
some of these boys are functioning on a 3 to 5 yesu* level phy¬
sically as well as mentally, vrtiile other boys, althou^ they are
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somewhat higher mentally, are physically up to their chronologi¬
cal age... I utilize drawing but take various aspects of this
activity. For example, one week we gp for a walk and when we
return I ask them to draw something they have observed.II.Group Atmosphere
A through B. No evidence.
C. Anxiety.
I have become aware of the restlessness among the boys during
the first part of the meeting.
D throu^ G. No evidence.
III.Cohesion
A. Do members vary in their attachment to the group?
The rest of the Beaver boys are lined up to go to the play¬
ground, consequently I have to keep my eye on the boys as they
are apt to get in the group going to the playground.
B. No evidence.IV.Group experiences edlowing or providing opportunity for expressing
or relieving frustrations aind anxieties regarding:
A through E. No evidence.V.Group Controls
A. No evidence.
B. Does the group depend upon the worker’s authority as a means of
controlling group activity?C.H. asked whether they could go for a walk amd when I asked
him why he wanted to do that particular activity he stated that
he didn't know why...
C through G. No evidence.VI.Program Activity
A. What are the major organized activities of each meeting?
...I utilize drawing but take various aspects of this ac¬
tivity.
B through C. No evidence.
D. Individual members attitude toward activity.
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K. M. seemed relatively passive during this session and ex¬
hibited minimum acting out behavior.
E. No evidence.
VII. Worker's Role
A. What agency regulations or requirements affect role performance
of worker?
1. No evidence.
2. Meeting the needs of group members.
I am skeptical about using other forms of airt as I tend to
feel that they cannot move fast and also the shortage of ma¬
terials hinders progress in this direction.
B through D. No evidence.
Summary.—This group meeting was one of adjustment on the part of the
worker and the group members. The worker was interested in enabling each
group member to take an active part in the program activities.
She was aware of a kind of restlessness among the group members and
endeavored to find its origin. Upon finding the source of the restlessness
she tried to engage the group in some forms of activity.
The worker hoped that engaging the group in some form of activity she
would be able to curb the acting out behavior on the part of K. M.
It was shown through the record that there was very little if amy re¬
lationship between the worker and the group members.
The worker was able to see the individual differences of each group
member present at this meeting. She found that D. K. was a spastic child
who would relate, but due to his physical condition, was very slow in the
group. She fotmd that K. M. seemed somewhat passive during this meeting,
but did note that on previous meeting days had exhibited quite a bit of
acting out behavior.
The worker found that at this period the group was functioning at a
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low moderate to a high moderate level.
August 6, 1958
Introduction.—During this group meeting the members chose to go out¬
side for their program activity. This record brings out the fact that K.
M. does not talk, but he is able to communicate by use of his hands.
The worker found that the group was still individualistic in that
they exhibited no group cohesion. There were several physical fights and
struggles for domination or leadership.
K. M., in this meeting employs "bully" tactics, which is resented tqr
R. T. euiother group member. R. T. is physicaQ-ly smaller than K. M. and can¬
not use his strength against K. M. He, R. T., projects his feelings upon a
smaller group member, L. B.
I. Relationship
A. No evidence.
B. How do members relate to worker?
Today all of the boys were waiting for me vdaen I arrived.
There was a mad rush for me followed by screams and yells.
G. Attitude toward other children in group
1. Identifying
(a) through (d). No evidence.
(e) Hostile
At this time 1 feel that K. M. cannot benefit from a group
situation, but would be able to benefit from a therapy which
offers individual., attention and crafts. His continuous and con¬
sistent attacks upon the boys indicate that this is a way of
gaining my attention rather than being a part of an emotional
upset.
2. Uhat are the patterns of social interaction existing among
the various group members?
(a) No evidence.
(b) Other interaction patterns—scapegoats, isolates or re¬
lationships are only one way.
During this session R. T. stepped on L. B. 's drawing amd L. B.,
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who is a passive and non verbal child tried picking up R. T.'s
leg.
D. No evidence.
E. Worker's use of relationship toward helping each child adjust
to the group or individual members
R. T., slightly irritated and angered, ran over to me emd
tried grabbing the paper from my hand and succeeded in only
tearing the drawing. I stated "you're pretty angry aren't you?"
He answered with a vigorous shake of his head. I asked him if
he was angry at L. B. and he shook his head no...
I knew he had to release his smger, so 1 gave him another
sheet of paper on which he vigorously scribbled. After he
scribbled with a broken crayon I had purposely given him, he
ripped the paper, threw the paper in the waste paper basket and
peace was restored.
F. Worker's use of program toward helping each child adjust to the
group or individual members
After he scribbled with a broken crayon I had purposely given
him, he ripped the paper, threw the paper in the waste paper
basket and peace was restored.II.Group Atmosphere
A through F. No evidence.
G. External factors influencing group atmosphere
1. No evidence.
(a) through (f). No evidence.
2. Attitude toward meeting place
(a) Hostile
I asked the boys if they would rather stay in the day room or
go outside. A unanimous cry of "outside" arose.
(b) throu^ (f). No evidence.
III.Cohesion
No evidence.IV.(hroup experiences allowing or providing opportunity for e^qpressing




B. Does the group depend upon the worker's authority as a means of
controlling group activity?
I asked the boys if they would rather stay in the day room
or go outside. A unanimous cry of "outside" arose.
' G through £. No.evidence.
F. What kinds of issues have produced program or other conflict in
the group?
G. 1. Who are the indigenous leaders in the group?
We played some games outside and here is where individual re¬
lationships are the most striking. R. T.'s fight for domination
and leadership affects the other boys. K. M. retaliates by phy¬
sically picking on R. T. when R. T. is struggling to dominate.
VI. Program Activity
A. What are the major organized activities of each meeting?
We played some games outside...
B. No evidence.
G. Ghildren's attitude toward activity
1 through 5. No evidence.
6. Eager
I asked the boys if they would rather stay in the day room or
go outside. A unanimous cry of "outside" arose.
D. Individual members attitude toward activity
K. M. tapped me on the shoulder and moved both hands signif¬
ying he wanted to draw. I asked K. M. if he wanted to draw and




Summary.—The group members were waiting when the worker arrived.
They seemed very interested in engaging in outside activities. After go¬
ing to the outdoors the group showed considerable hostility toward each
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other.
Several of the group members were determined to show their strengths in
the group. This was done through fighting aind overpowering many of the phy¬
sically weaker group members.
The worker tried involving all of the group members in all of the ac¬
tivities. She tried program activity vrtiich was suggested by the group mem¬
bers.
She found that some conflict was averted through channelling their
aggression into some form of constructive activity.
October 7, 1958
Introduction.—Today's group meeting was characterized by a series of
individual outbursts on the paurt of several group members.
T. H. begsui crying at the outset amd his tears were uncontrollable and
without explanation. The other group members were questioned and it was
found that he probably felt that he would have to remain in the cottage.
M. H. refused to join in with the group in the day’s program activity. J.
C. walked in the front of the group posing an additional discipline problem.
It was decided by the worker that those group members who were dis¬
cipline problems must return to the cottage rather than deprive the group
of the activity.
Dates October 7, 1958
Worker: J, P.
Present; L. B., J. C., G. E., C. H., D. K., D. L., C. P., and R. T.
Absent from the group: M. H., who didn't want to come and P. D., who is
still in the hospital.
I. Relationship
A through D. No evidence.
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E. Worker's use of relationship toward helping each child adjust
to the group or individual members
I spoke to T. H. and told him he would be in my group. I
asked R. T. to take him to the other room, however a little
later I saw T. H. run through the hall, open the door and run
outside. I called to him but he kept running... He began cry¬
ing and any attempt I made to hold his hand only made him cry
harder...
I tried explaining in a very loud voice to T. H. that we
would be going outside, however, this didn't seem to reach him.
Finally, I had to set a control on him and tell him that he had
to stop crying. This seemed to be effective temporarily but
then he began again as soon as we went outside the crying
ceased.
F. No evidence.II.Group Atmosphere
No evidence.
III.Cohesion
A. Do members vary in their attachment to the group?
All of the boys seemed very anxious about going for a walk
except M. H. M. H. refused to come into the meeting.
B. No evidence.IV.No evidence.V.(h:oup Controls
A. No evidence.
B. Does the group depend upon the worker's authority as a means of
controlling group activity?
I gathered the boys and told them that we were going for a
walk and asked them where they would like to go.
C through E. No evidence.
F. What kinds of issues have produced progreun or other conflicts
in the group?
1. Who are the indigenous leaders in the group?
I had to set limitations saying that the flowers were not to
be picked but to be looked at and smelled. All of the boys
seemed to accept this with the exception of C. P., however, D.




A. What are the major organized activities of each meeting?
...with the other boys, as an activity, we observed the
flowers on the front lawn.
B. No evidence.
C. Group's attitude toward activity
1 through 3. No evidence.
4. Anxious
All the boys seemed very anxious about going for a walk ex¬
cept M. H.
D. Individual members attitude toward activity.




Summary.—The group meeting itself was a mass of confusion for the mem¬
bers and the worker. There were group members interested in going for a
walk which was a planned activity. There were other group members showing
open dislike for the activity or what it entailed.
The worker felt that since she was responsible for each child, the
child's safety was of more Importance than letting the child have his way.
She tried to cope with the problem, by letting those group members re¬
main at the cottage who wanted to do so and by returning the disobedient
ones for their own protection.
She had shown some authoritativeness in returning J. C. to the cottage
previous to the group's return. The worker was also unsure of what meas¬
ures to take against the hostile or rejecting group members.
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October U, 1958
Introduction. --“Today * s group was held outside of the cottage and in
the office of the worker. The worker's office is in the Administration
Building of the school. This is a great distance from the group's cottage
where all of their meetings had been held up to this date.
The worker felt that the group members would enjoy the waJJc and the
meeting outside of their cottage. She chose to do this because of the
many inteirruptions when the group met in the cottage.
A new group member, N. H., was brought to the group meeting. During
this meeting there were many incidents: N. H. soiled himself and the floor
of the worker's office. J. C. Insisted upon seeing the dictaphone and how
it operated. T. H. was crying during this time and refused to remain in the
office during most of the meeting. C. H. began crying because he wanted a
cookie. This behavior continued throughout the group meeting. The worker
was unable to bring about any program activity during this meeting.
Date: October 14, 1958
Present: L. B., J. C., G. E., C. H., D. K,, R. T., and N. H.
Absent; P. D. (who is in the hospitsd), M. H. (who didn't return from
school), and C. P. (who is also in the hospital).
1. Relationship
A. Individual dominant attitude
3. Withdrawnly
...A very si^ little boy entered the room he looked at all
the children but didn't turn back. I went over to get him amd
took him 67 bis hand and asked him if he would like to come over
with us. N. H. didn't speak and neither did he look at me, he
kept his head down and held out his hand willingly.
B. How do members relate to worker?
3. Withdrawnly
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...N. H. didn't speak and neither did he look at me, he kept
his heaui down and held out his hand willingly.
C. Attitude towsird other children in group
1, Identifying
(d) Reacting to others as threats
...R. T. stated N. H. had soiled himself and 1 bent down to
touch his legs, to see if he had. R. T. and D. L. became in¬
quisitive also and they began touching him. N. H. became irri¬
tated and pushed their hands away, however, he didn't push my
hand away.
2. What are the patterns of social Interaction existing among
the various group members?
No evidence.
D. Process of social adjustment of individual members.
2. What adjustment did not take place?
...J. C. then became a problem. I've asked him many times
not to touch things that do not belong to him, however, he has
not obeyed. He's a very destructive child amd destroys sinything
he can reach. He began by toying with the dictaphone until 1
had to pull him away from it and explained to him that it could
not be touched.
E. Worker's use of relationship toward helping each child adjust to
the group or individual members.
... I went over to get him and took him by his hand and asked
him if he would like to come over with us.
F. Worker's use of program toward helping each child adjust to the
group or individual members.
...I felt at this time that it would be advisable to take the
boys out of the cottage and hold meetings up in my office... I
felt that the boys would enjoy leaving the cottage for an hour
and holding their meeting elsewhere.
II. Group Atmosphere
E. Enthusiasm
...Again when I came to the cottage all the boys were wait¬
ing in the day room for me. I went in and greeted them and
they all seemed very enthusiastic and happy.
G. External factor influencing group atmosphere
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1. No evidence.
2. Attitude towaurd meeting place.
(d) Acceptive
... I replied that I was wondering whether the boys would like
to go up to ay office for their meeting. A few of the boys
shook their heads Indicating that they would like toj but J. C.,
D. L., R. T.y and C. H. all shouted they would like to come up
to the main building.
III.Cohesion
A. No evidence.
B. Is the morade of the group-
1. High.
... I went In and greeted them aind they all seemed very en¬
thusiastic auid happy.IV.Gfcroup experiences allowing or providing opportunity for expressing
or relieving frustrations and ainxletles regaurdlngs
E. Living situation within the Institution
... I felt that at this time It would be advisable to take the
boys out of the cottage and hold meetings up In my office, there
have been too mauiy Interruptions In the Day Room amd the boys
cannot seem to concentrate.V.Group Controls
A. No evidence.
B. Does the group depend upon the worker’s authority as a means of
controlling group activity?
...I sat with them auid J. C., who constamtly asks questions,
asked what we were going to do that paurtlcular day...
C through D. No evidence.
E. How does the group react when It caruaot get what It wants?
...J. C. became a problem I've asked him not to touch things
that do not belong to him, however, he has not obeyed... While
I was giving my attention to J. C. I noticed N. H. had soiled
the floor while T. H. was trying to get out of the room and be¬
gan crying... On our way down C. H. approached two women and





A and B. No evidence.
C. Worker's use of relationship in helping members adjust to work¬
er.
... I went over and got him amd asked him if he would like to
come over with us.
D. No evidence.
Summary.—The worker decided that the group would not be meeting in
her office again soon, because of the total group's behavior. She had
stated in the previous meeting that they would not be returned but they
were brought a second time.
The older group members showed dislike for the lack of group program
activity. The worker tried explaining to the older boys the problems t^t
the younger boys had in entering new surroundings.
SECOND PERIOD
November 14, 1958
Introduction.—The cottage was in a turmoil and the attendeints were
having discipline problems with the children. The children had not at¬
tended school during the day smd the routine schedule had been disrupted.
The school and therapy schedules had been cancelled.
The meeting for the first time was held in the basement of Cedar Cot¬
tage. This is a cot-tage for severely retarded residents. The boys had
been well prepared, but some practically refused to enter the cot-tage at
first.
After the group had entered the cottage playroom the abundance of
play equipment drew their attention. The worker was immediately able to
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organize the group according to individual interests.
Date; November 14, 1958
Present: L. B., P. D., G. E., C. H., D. K., D. L., R. T., N. H.
Absent: J. C. and C. P.
I. Relationship
A. Individual dominant attitude
2. Ambivalently
All of a sudden R. T. stopped and said he wouldn't go into
the cottage. I reassured him that it would be quite all right
and that he could stay near me, however, he just kept refusing
to go into the cottage. I finally was able to persuade him
that everything was all right and we made our way into Cedar
Cottage. As we were going up the steps, R. T. stopped again,
and stated that he wouldn't go into the cottage. I reassin*ed
him again that everything would be all right and he went into
the cottage.
B. How do members relate to worker?
5. Acceptively
N. H. ran down to my end of the play room and stood there
making odd sounds again. I asked N. H. if he would like to play
1m11, though he didn't respond I thou^t perhaps he might like
to play. I rolled the ball to him and he bent doim and seemed to
laugh and rolled the ball back.
C. No evidence.
D. Process of social adjustment of individual members
I. What adjustment took place?
Ue played ball for a while euad all of a sudden N. H. began
jumping and screaming happily as he rushed over to the other
side of the plajrroom and leaned against the wall, this was neeir
J. C. and C. H. He kept looking at me as he wanted me to toss
the ball to him, so I called his name and he bent down and 1
rolled the badl to him. He caught the ball very well and threw
it back... I took turns with the boys and N. H. seemed to en¬
joy the activity,...
E. Worker's use of relationship toward helping each child adjust to
the group or individual members.
T. H. ran over to me and pulled me by the arm over to where
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R. T. was riding the bicycle. He began making noises indicat¬
ing he wemted to ride the bicycle. I asked R. T. if he had long
enough turn amd perhaps he would like to let somebody else have
a txmi. He stated, no, at first and then he said he would give
T. H. a turn on the tricycle, and he rode off.
F. Worker's use of program toward helping each child adjust to the
group.
I put them in separate places and let the children decide
which things they would like to play with.II.Group Atmosphere
A. Friendliness
There was a great deal of interaction among the boys but it
remained primarily on the screaming, yelling, jumping type of
interaction.
G. External factors influencing group atmosphere
1. No evidence.
2. Attitude toward meeting place
(b) Ambivalent
The boys huddled close to me as we walked through the main
day room and I felt that the boys were rather fearful, however,
none of them cried out or made any indication of wanting to
leave.
III.Cohesion
A. Do members vary in their attachment to the group?
N. H. ran down to my end of the playroom and stood making odd
sounds again. I rolled the baO.! to him and he bent down and
seemed to laugh and rolled the bsLll back.
J. C. walked over to me and said "Gee, Mrs., this is the first
time I've ever seen N. H. do anything." I rather smiled to my¬
self because this had been the first time I've seen N. H. do any¬
thing, ...
B. Is the morale of the group-
1. High.
There was a great deal of interaction among the boys but it




B. Does the group depend upon the worker's authority as a means of
controlling group activity?
As I knew there were children's equipment down there such as
bicycles, blocks and some plastic toys, I put them in separate
places a^ let the children decide which things they would like
to play with.
G through F. No evidence.
G. 1. Vftio are the indigenous leaders in the group?
J. C. is usually the spokesman for the group reminding the boys
of the specific duties or reminding them when they are not be¬
having, however, R. T. will do the same.VI.Program Activity
A. What are the major organized activities of each meeting?
As I knew there were some children's equipment such as bi¬
cycles, blocks, etc., I let the children decide which things
they would like to play with. I brought a ball with me and
asked the boys who wanted to play ball to step over to one sec¬
tion of the room.
B. No evidence.
C. Group's attitude toward activity
5. Acceptive
R. T., C. H., G. E., and myself began to play ball while
T. H. climbed upon the bicycle and D. K. followed along behind
him.
D. Individual attitude toward activity
We played ball for a while and all of a sudden N. H. began
jumping and screaming happily as he rushed over to the other
side of the playroom and leaned against the wall,... He kept
looking at me as he wanted me to toss the ball to him, so I
called his name and he bent dovm and I rolled the ball to him...




Summary.-—The group meeting was characterized by sui abundance of
social interaction among the group members.
The worker's use of self in helping withdrawn group members peirtici-
pate was quite evident.
The group members participated in a variety of group activity. There
was some very apparent sharing on the part of all group members. There was
also some hesitancy on the part of some group members to share with others.
The worker in some instances made use of her authority in controlling these
group members.
Date: December 23, 1958
Present: L. B., J. C., D. K., R. T., N. H. and T. H.
Absent: G. E., C. H., D. L. and C. P.
I. Relationship
A. Individual dominant attitude
3. Withdrawnly
FineJ-ly I gave all the children their gifts. All except N.
H. accepted the gifts and opened them. N. H. just stared at his
gift.
B. How do members relate to worker?
4. Eagerly
The group seemed enthusiastic when I arrived in the room with
an arm full of packages... J. G. asked who the gifts were for
and I stated they were for the group.
C. Attitude toward other children in the group
I. Identifying
(c) Friendly
During the meeting N. H. went over to J. C. several times and
pushed him, although N. H. is quite a strong boy and J. C. is a
big boy, N. H. was never successful in pushing him down. During
this time I asked J. C. why he let N. H. push him end he stated,
"oh, he just pushes me because he likes me, he does that to
everyone he likes."
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2. What are the patterns of social interaction existing among
the various group members?
(b) Other interaction patterns—scapegoats and isolates or
those members whose relationships are only "one way."
For quite a \diile I wondered why N. H, has pushed down only
certain children and J. C. seemed to have enough Insight into
the situation to understaind the reason. C. P., T. H. and J. C.
are the only boys who are pushed down by N. H. repeatedly and
for N. H. this is his way of playing and his way of saying, "I
like you."
D through F. No evidence.II.Group Atmosphere
A. Friendliness
The other children opened their gifts rapidly suid began play¬
ing with them. After they became tired of their particular toy
they would go to smother child sind begin staring at his toy as
if they were asking whether they could play with it.
III.Cohesion
A. No evidence.
B. Is the morale of the group-
1. High.
The group seemed enthusiastic when I arrived in the room with
an arm full of packages.IV.No evidence.V.Gkroup Controls
A. No evidence.
B. Does tile group depend upon the worker's authority as a means of
controlling group activity?
J. C. asked me who the gifts were for and I stated that they
were for the group. He asked whether he could have his gift
now, and I stated that we would open up our gifts cQ.1 together
a little later.
C through F. No evidence.VI,Program Activity
A. What are the major organized activities of each meeting?
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The children were in a quiet mood and I sensed their quiet¬
ness, consequently I tried engaging them in quieter activities
such as singing.
B. Vihat organized activities have met with the greatest response?
The children were in a quiet mood and I sensed their quiet¬
ness, consequently I tried engaging them in quieter activities
such as singing. This was highly successful, and the few chil¬
dren who cannot speak wouild carrj the tune by making sounds.
G. Group attitude toward activity
6. Eager
However, after the gift was opened N. H. did not play with it
but sat there looking at it. The other children opened their
toys rapidly, began playing with them.
D. Individual members attitude toward activity
However, aifter the gift was opened N. H. did not play with it




Summary.—This meeting served as a closing meeting before the children
were to leave for Christmas. The children were interested in going home
with very little interest in the group.
N. H. has continued to show some new interest, in the form of pushing
the other group members. It was interpreted by J. C. that N. H. does push
them whenever he tries to show his affection. N. H. is one of the group
members who doesn't talk, and this is his way of communicating.
Date: December 30, 1958
Present: L. B., J. C., D. K., R. T., N. H. and T. H.




B. How do members relate to worker?
3. Withdrawnly
I asked the group whether they had any particular place they
wamted to go or something they would like to do. I received no
response for the program.
C through G. No evidence.II.Group Atmosphere
(d) Passivity




B. Is the morale of the group-
2. Low.
I asked the group whether they had smy particular place they
wanted to go or something they would like to play. I received
no response for this program.IV.No evidence.V.Group Controls
B. Does the group depend upon the worker's authority as a means of
controlling group activity?
No structured program was planned for the group during this
meeting, instead I thought I would let it be a full meeting to
let the boys decide what they would like to do.
C throu^ F. No evidence.
G. 1. Who are the indigenous leaders in the group?
J. C. asked whether the group could go outside. I asked h-im
what he had in mind and he said he thought it would be nice if
the boys could go out for a walk.
2 and 3. No evidence.VI.Program Activity
A. What are the major orgemized activities of each meeting?
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I took them out for a walk.
B. No evidence.
C. Groups attitude toward activity
3. Indifferent
I asked the group whether they had any particular place they
wanted to go or something they would like to do. I received no





Summary.—The group did not show very much active interest in the group
meeting. The worker heard one group member suggest going for a walk. Upon
asking the remaining members about their interest she received no response.
The worker did, however, take the group for a walk.
THIRD PERIOD
Date; Jeinusury 6, 1959
Presents L. B., J. C., G. H., C. H., D. K., D. D., C. P., R. H.
and T. H.




C. Attitude toward other children in group
1. Identifying
(a) AcceptiveD.L. and G. E. both went over to play ball with N. H.
2. What are the patterns of social interaction existing among
the various group members?
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(a) Significant sub-groupings or sub-groups
As the boys finished working with clay one would go over and
play and another would join him. The first child to leave was T.
H. who went over and got the wagon. Then D. K. went over and
sat in the wagon indicating to T. H. that he wanted to play with
him. The two played nicely for a while, however, they began
arguing. It was quite amusing to watch this as both children
cazmot speak, however, communication between them was apparent
and understandable.
D. Process of sociad adjustment of individual members
No evidence.II.Group Atmosphere
G. External factors influencing group atmosphere
I. No evidence.
2. Attitude toward meeting place
(a) Acceptive
The boys are also becoming very angry with other boys \dio
come into the room or try to get into the group. When one boy
kept coming into the room several of the boys became angry aind
pushed him towards the door indicating that he was to leave.
III.Cohesion
A. No evidence.
B. Is the morale of the group-
1. High.
When one boy kept coming into the room several of the boys
became angry and pushed him towards the door indicating that he
was to leave.IV.No evidence.V.Group Controls
A. No evidence.
B. Does the group depend upon the worker’s authority as a means of
controlling group activity?J.C. ram up to me and asked me could he color. I stated
that we had a different thing to do today amd brought out some
clay amd he agreed that he would rather work with clay.
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C through G. No evidence.
VI, Program Activity
A. Vfhat are the major organized activities of each meeting?
I stated that we had a different thing to do today and
brought out some clay and he agreed he would rather work with
clay.
B. VIhat organized activities have met with the greatest response?
I stated that we had a different thing to do today and
brought out some clay... This seemed to hold the attention of
the boys approximately ten minutes although L. B., D. K. andC.H. wanted to work on the project much longer.
C. No evidence.
D. Individual members attitude toward activity.






C. Worker's use of relationship in helping members adjust to worker.
As in previous meetings I had to play with N. H. alone as
most of the boys would not get involved with him.
D. No evidence.
Summary.—These group members are the core of the group. The worker
found that the group exhibited longer attention span in participating in a
single activity. She introduced to the group modeling clay for that meet¬
ing.
They showed Interest in the clay and immediately began using it.
There was an argument between two group members who are usually passive.
They are also further handicapped ty their inability to talk. The worker
felt that these non-verbal group members should be allowed to communicate
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on a non-verbal level in the group.
These group members interacted more frequently than in some previous
meetings and the worker saw this as group process toward positive cohesion.
Date: February 3, 1959
Present; J. C., G. E., C. H., D. L., C, P. and R. T.
Absent: L. B., P. D., D. K., N. H., and T. H.
I.Relationship
A through C. No evidence.
D. Process of social adjustment of individual members
1. Why adjustment took place
During this time (a game was being played) C. H. was not
participating. I asked him why he wasn't. And he stated he was.
He doesn't have good muscular control, however, mauiy times he
refuses to participate in any activity. After I called this to
his attention he psurticipated.
E. Worker's use of relationship toward helping each child adjust to
the group or individual members
J. C. was at first rather lethargic about the game because it
had not been his idea. Unless the game is his idea many times
he'll refuse to play. I usually handle this by telling him that
we'll suggest a game and we'll play a game that everyone wants
to play and that he can name the next game. This seemed to mo¬
tivate him and he participated.
F. No evidence.II.Group Atmosphere
(e) Enthusiasm
I suggested at various times that we discontinue the game and
play another, but they didn't seem to want to.
6. External factors influencing group atmosphere
No evidence.
III.Cohesion
A. Do members vary in their attachment to the group?
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Wien we’ve played I've tried to get C. P. in the activity but
he doesn't seem to want to participate. Later on during the
game I pointed to him and he began to smile and he tiptoed over
and picked up the bone and put it behind him. The children
seemed somewhat amazed at this because they all looked at me and
began smiling.B,No evidence.IV.No evidence.V.Group Controls
A. No evidence.
B. Does the group depend upon the worker's authority as a means of
controlling group activity?
I asked the group what they would like to do. D. L. clapped
his hands and suggested we play the "slapping down" game.
C through G. No evidence.VI.Program Activity
A. D. L. slapped his hands and suggested we play the "slapping
down" game.
B. What activities have met with the greatest response?
I suggested at various times that we discontinue (doggy game)
the game and play another but they didn't seem to want to.
C. Group attitude towards activityD.L. clapped his hands and suggested that we play the "slap¬
ping downfl game... The children love this game because it in¬
volves a great deal of noise.
D. Individu^ members attitude toward activity
R. T. started Ihe game off. He is the one that could use
enough versatile movements to encourage interest; R. T. was suc¬
cessful enough in getting the group to laugh &ind follow him.
£. No evidence.VII.Worker's Role
A. No evidence.
B. Worker's use of relationship in program activity
During the first part of the game I pointed to him as I do
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the other children, when their turns come up but he wouldn’t
participate. Later on during the game I pointed to him and he
began to smile and he tiptoed over and picked up the bone and
put it behind him.
C. No evidence.
D. No evidence.
StiHiBiarv. -^Thi a meeting was one of complete group participation. The
worker was able to use stimulation and her relationship to involve all of
the group members.
The worker observed that certain group members had shown some leader¬
ship in bringing out their feelings and making suggestions as to what they
wanted to do.
During this meeting C. P. joined the activity very actively. This was
a surprise to the group. They expressed their surprise accepting C. P.'s
entrance into the activity. N. H., who has not yet actively participated
with the total group, was absent.
PERIOD SUMMARIES
First Period
August 4 - October 25, 1958
I. RELATIONSHIPS
A. The individual attitude during this period showed shyness axid
withdrawnness characterized by crying without apparent reasons.
The group member, N. H., seemed very fearful of the new sur¬
roundings.
B. The group members related both positively and negatively to¬
wards the worker. On one occasion N. H. refused to talk or
look at the worker. On another occasion all of the group mem¬
bers greeted her with cheers and yells. This was typical at
this point.
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C. The group members showed hostility in group meetings by physi¬
cally attacking each other. They refused to share their per¬
sonally owned articles.
D. There was very little progress in this area. Most of the chil¬
dren did not relate during this period. They remained indivi¬
dual and removed or Isolated.
E. The worker used her relationship during this period to enable
the group members to share during activity periods. Relation¬
ship was utilized to introduce new members to the group situa¬
tion. Relationship was utilized for the purpose of helping mem¬
bers work through hostile moments in the group.
F. Program was used to enhance communication among group members.
The worker knew that three group members could not talk and that
they would have to communicate, if at ad.1, through non-verbal
symbols. Games which involved all group members were used. The
group was also involved in several types of drawing. There was
some hostility \dien the group did not have organized activity.
Cutting of paper items was a part of organized progrsim activity.
II. GROUP ATMOSPHERE
The group showed some restlessness due to their school schedule.
They seemed tired and showed very little interest in the group.
During later meetings anxiety, enthusiasm and passivity were dis¬
played. They were completely engrossed in the group during one
meeting where everyone waited expectantly for the worker. An anx¬
iety situation appeared from the boys attending a new meeting room.




The group was not very cohesive during this period. They would
as soon join another group of boys, as to attend their own meeting.
The worker had to caill their attention to this action.
At another time the members were so very happy and enthusiastic
about attending a meeting when they greeted the worker. This was
an exception as it was evidenced in only one meeting. This meet¬
ing showed the cohesion of the group as being irregular and incon¬
sistent during this period.IV.GROUP EXPERIENCES ALLOWING OR PROVIDING OPPORTUNITY FOR EXPRESSING
OR RELIEVING FRUSTRATIONS AND ANXIETIES;
No evidence.V.GROUP CONTROLS
During this period the group depended upon the worker totally
for program ideas. They were unable to initiate or even carry out
any activities without the worker’s having directed them for full
period of each meeting.
The group had no means of self control. They were subjected to
the worker's authority at all times. Group controls were placed on
the group by the worker in involving the group members in certain
activities. The group always accepted the decisions of the worker
during this period.VI.PROGRAM ACTIVITY
Major organized activities were drawings, cutting, and coloring.
This was initiated Iqr the worker for the group. The group also
went for walks and observed the natural surroundings.
The group members seemed very interested in the outdoor activ¬
ities, more so than others.
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The individual members participated with varying amounts of
interests. During some group meetings there were complete passi¬
vity on the part of some group members, while others became angry
about the type of activity that in which they were often engaged.
VII. WORKER'S ROLE
Worker's role was not evidenced during this period, except as
indicated above.
Second Period
November 14 - December 30, 1958
I. RELATIONSHIPS
A. The individual members showed considerable initiation in what
they wanted to do as individuals, not as a group. Those members
who could not talk were beginning to show some signs of their
presence in the group. There were still some withdrawn group
members among those who could not tsJJc or verbalize their inter¬
ests or needs. They would cry at some times.
B. The relationship of the group members to the worker's chemged to
a more positive course. N. H. began to take part in the activ¬
ities through the worker's having initiated the activity and
drawing him into it.
When the worker returned from a three week absence the boys
showed their interest in her, as well as Indications of having
"missed" attending group meetings.
The group members, especially R. T., began to show feelings
of hostility; and it was directed toward the worker who accepted
it. The entire group refused to respond when questioned ly the
worker during one group meeting.
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C. During this period the more active and outgoing group members
were dominating the less active and non-verbal members. N. H.
showed feeling, which was interpreted by other group members as
friendship, by pushing them down. J. C. was very inconsiderate
and refused to share equipment with other group members. D. K.
a spastic group member, began to join the group activities. He
was very removed at the begiiming but slowly shared his toys amd
games with other children.
H, H. and D. K. were the isolates in the group up to this
point. They were being accepted at this time, a bit more.
D. Very little movement of individual nature was seen.
E. The worker used relationship to foster individual participation
where members felt they were inadequate. C. P. was one group
member who felt he could not color; the worker worked with J. C.
in giving C. P, a hand at coloring because he was very good.
J. C. helped C. P. and the project was completed.
The worker joined the group for games because she felt this
would enable them to enter the activity faster. She would de¬
monstrate games rather than try to teach them. (The worker
stated this in the record, per se).
F. The worker's use of program was to emphasize each group member's
place in the group. Much of the group's program was individual





The members vary from time to time. N. H. has shown increasing
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interest in organized program activity. Before this period he pre¬
ferred playing alone.
The group has shown varying interest in the group from very low
responses to organized program activity, to extreme enthusiasm.IV.GROUP EXPERIENCES ALLOWING OR PROVIDING OPPORTUNITY FOR EXPRESSING
OR RELIEVING FRUSTRATIONS AND ANXIETIES;
There was not evidence available showing participation of mem¬
bers.V.GKOUP CONTROIS
During this period the group members are continuing to depend
upon the worker for organized activities. They are responding by
total participation in all activities. They are not initiating any
activities, but they do ask for an activity which was utilized
earlier by the worker.
The indigenous leaders are appearing during this period. They
are assisting the worker (J. C. and R. T.) in the meeting. They
are trying to prevent other members from getting into problem situ¬
ations.VI.PROGRAM ACTIVITY
The group has become appreciative of all equipment found in the
playroom. They have been riding bicycles, bowling (simple), and
plastic toys have been used. The worker has let them begin to
choose their own kind of individual activity. The group made it¬
self available to play with all of the toys.
The worker has used quiet games successfully with the group.
They remained interested up to seven minutes during one game.
The group responded readily to singing and the mute group mem¬
bers joined in with them through motion.
The group members were generally accepting of activities. The
group members were becoming increasingly willing to share with
each other.
VII. WORKER'S ROLE
The worker's role was seen in enabling group membel*s in giving
of themselves to shy and retiring group members.
Third Period
January 6 - February 3, 1959
I. RELATIONSHIPS
A. The group seemed shy and evidenced very withdrawn behavior.
G. E., who was a very outgoing group member, isolated himself
during at least two meetings. D. L. had been very quiet and
often needed stimulation from the worker.
C. P. became disturbed and cried often, as in the last two
periods.
B. The members related to the worker on a very positive basis.
They accepted her suggestions, but were able to do "things" with¬
out her help, and refused to comply at times.
C. The group showed a variety of attitudes towards Individual mem¬
bers. There were some passive moments where C. P. and L. B. sat
alone and refused to join the group. C. P. and T. H. on another
occasion were friendly and shared their toys.
The patterns of social interactions were very prominent.
T. H. had shown a great amount of interest in D. K. (who doesn't
talk). D. L. and D. K. along with J. C. were playing together
positively with a minimum of conflict. They were gradually
drawing the group together during free play periods.
N. H. had continued to push the other group members during
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this period. The boys decided that N. H. should be given less
continued opportunity to push them and here general hostility
was seen for constructive purposes.
D. Some adjustment was evidenced as in J. C., on one occasion C.
H. joined the group and participated after he learned the other
group members were accepting of him.
E. Relationship was used here to involve all group members. She
stimulated interest in activities vdiich were used as "outlets"
for the members.
F. The worker utilized program for the purpose of involving the
members. She felt that in order to have all group members par¬
ticipate, she should interest them rather than try teaching them.II.GROUP ATMOSPHERE
No evidence.
III.COHESION
The boys went to the door telling the other boys that they were
to remain outside.
The boys were interested in the group as a whole at vairying
levels. They wanted to attend meetings but not showing the same
group interest, they engaged in individual activities frequently.
This was evidenced dxiring two meetings of this period.IV.GROUP EXPERIENCES ALLOWING OR PROVIDING OPPORTUNITY FOR EXPRESSING
OR RELIEVING FRUSTRATIONS AND ANXIETIES;
No evidence.V.GROUP CONTROLS
The group d id not have a system of control. It was continuing
to be dependent upon the worker in initiation program activities,
(new and old ideas).
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VI. PROGRAM ACTIVITY
The major organized activities were: use of modeling clay, cow¬
boys and Indians, games, field trips. All of the group members
had responded to these activities. These activities had held
the attention of all the group members including the non-verbal
ones.
During one session the members decided that they did not want to
participate in an activity initiated by the worker. They prefer¬
red playing alone, individually.
VII. WORKER'S ROLE
The worker had to begin playing with N. H. during severail group
meetings because the group continues to isolate him. Upon seeing
the worker with him, the group in turn joined him.
SUMMARIZATION
I. RELATIONSHIPS
A. The group began with an attitude of withdrawnness, and continu¬
ed to some initiative on the part of all its members; during the
last six of the eighteen meetings there was exhibited withdrawn
behavior on the peurt of D. L., and C. P. C. P. made very little
movement during the three periods—first, second, or third.
B. During the first six meetings the members related negatively to
the worker. Later during the meetings, the group related very
positively showing some interest in the activities that she
initiated with them.
C. The group progressed from total hostility shown through physi-
csCLly attacking each other, to domination on the part of the
more active members in later meetings. During the last six
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meetings there was significauit interaction among group members.
The interaction was both negative and positive and it in¬
volved aill group members - the verbal and non-verbed ones.
D. During the first two periods the group showed very little move¬
ment. They did not relate, but remained individualistic. In
the third period some adjustment was evidenced, but not exten¬
sively. There was even some evidence indicating less movement
in the third period than in the first two periods.
E. The worker utilized relationship during the three periods, with
three distinct primary purposes. The first period, relation¬
ship was utilized primarily as a means of introducing new mem¬
bers to the group. In the second period relationship was used
primarily as a means of involving group members who felt inade¬
quate in the group situation. In the third period relationship
was utilized primarily as a means of stimulating less active
group members.
F. Program was utilized as a means of: one, developing communication
between the verbal and non-verbal group members; two, the second
and third period showed continued use of program to involve total
group participation with some movement being evidenced - posi¬
tively.
II. GROUP ATMOSPHERE
The early group meetings were characterized by restlessness on
the pairt of most of the group members. Anxiety, passivity and en¬
thusiasm was evidenced during this period.
The records of the two later periods gave little evidence on
group climate or atmosphere.^
It is possitde to infer from the absence of conflict that the group
atmosphere improved in the later period.
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III.COHESION
The group begem with very little cohesion. During the first six
meetings there were inconsistencies in the cohesiveness of each
meeting.
The second period showed even more interest of the total group
members. They felt more unity and identified more \riLth the group.
The final period showed considerable movement, in that the group
knew that it was an entity. It protected itself from outsiders,
both verbally and physically, letting the outsiders know they were
unwanted.IV.CKOUP EXPERIENCES ALLOWING OR PROVIDING OPPORTUNITY FOR EXPRESSING
OR RELIEVING FRUSTRATIONS AND ANXIETIES
No evidence.V.GROUP CONTROLS
The group showed little progress or movement in the area of group
controls. It was dependent upon the worker's authority as a means
of control. This was evident from the first throu^ the final
period of the study. The group did not have a system of controls,
nor was there one developed.
There were evidences of indigenous leadership developing during
the final six meetings.VI.PROGRAM ACTIVITY
The program activity was geared to the level of functioning with
more difficult activities being introduced gradually by the worker.
The first six meetings progrsua activity was in the area, of na-
tursQ. curiosities, coloring, cutting and drawing. The group
In using this item (IV) only consciously planned provision of oppor¬
tunity for catharsis were registered, e.g., fighting or other e^qpressions
of hostility may have been cathartic but were not registered under this
item. See Group Experience as Catharsis, p. 59.
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showed interest at varying levels. It showed its greatest inter¬
est in outdoor activities.
The second period was geared, by the worker, to use of play
equipment. The group members began using the equipment according
to individual interests, and continuing to a period of development
where they became interested in sharing with each other.
The final six meetings involved the group in several organized
activities as; in use of modeling clay, a planned field (fire house)
trip and games that required some organization on the part of the
members.
During this final period the group begsua participating more on
an individual basis, without necessarily adhering to all the con¬
trols of the worker. (The group began in this way, to make a
choice as to what it wanted to do; it was not rebelling against the
worker).
VII. WORKER'S ROLE
Worker's role was shown through other schedvile categories and
sub-categories.^
1




Gbroup work is a method by which the group worker enables various
types of groups to function in such a way that both group interac¬
tion and program activities contribute to the growth of the individu¬
al, and the achievement of desirable social goals.^
According to Terence J. Cooke "...the primary objective of group work is
the development of the individual and the. group.
At the Fort Wayne State School the objectives of the group work pro¬
gram are twofold. The institution established its program of social group
work with the hope of achieving with the retarded person (through the group
experience) realistic, desirable goals. The Individual goals axe defined
as socisLlization and habilitation, of 8lL1 residents served, to the best of
their ability.
"...Socialization is the term used by the sociologist to designate
this process whereby the individual is converted into the person.
"Socialization" refers to the entire range of experiences by which the
individueil biologic organism becomes a person through acquisition of the
1
This definition was drafted on October 5, 1948, by the American As¬
sociation of Group Workers for ptirposes of further study, (Dorothea F.
Sullivsm Reading in Group Work /Sew York, 195^, p. 420.)
2
Dorothea F. Sullivan (ed), Reeuiings in Group Work (New York, 1952),
p. 429.
3
Biological heredity ushers the infant actors onto the stage which
physical environment, the group, and culture have set. The dramatic action
now begins, and the new bom babe is gradually transformed into a social
person. (Continued on next page)
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attitudes, values smd chsuracteristic feeling patterns, beliefs and overt
activity patterns of the sociocultursil system of which he is a part.^ "Ha-
bilitation" may be defined as used at Fort Wayne State School, as all the
efforts of the institution whether through group work or otherwise, to
speed up the socialization of the resident towards the goed of maximum
socialization possible within the limitations of the capacity of the resi¬
dent. The specific goal for particular residents may range from optimum
adjustment to institutional life for the severely retarded,^ to return to
the larger (i.e., outside) community, including preparation for holding a
job, for the mildly retarded. The reader is reminded that the group in
this study was composed of moderately retarded, for whom there is some,
although relatively limited, possibility of returning to the larger com¬
munity.
At birth the babe is a human animal. He is different from both lower
animals emd other human animals. He is an indivisible, identifiable, bio¬
logical specimanj hence, we call him eui individual. But he lacks many
things which the term human connotes. He cannot talk, he does not wear
clothes, he has no manners, he lacks ideals. After birth, however, things
begin to change. The child associates with other human beings and comes
under the sway of their culture; he becomes a member of society and
achieves human personality. Socialization is the term used ly the socio¬
logist to designate this process whereby the individual is converted into
the person. (William F. Ogburn and Meyer F. Nimkoff, Sociology ^^ston,
1940/, p. 131.)
1
It should, of course, be recognized here that the socialization pro¬
cess does not stamp all individuals into Identiced forms. The dynamic pro¬
cess of interpersonal relationships, the give and take of self and others,
happens to be the only way in which the human animal becomes the human
person. Sometimes the socieQization process leads to personality malforma¬
tion, sometimes Einsteins, Jeffersons, or e. e. cummings* emerge frtm it.
"...society exists only within the minds of individuals. The converse also
applies; Freud or Mead might have said... that a hixman person exists only
in so far as he has taken 'society' into himself." (Talcott Parsons and
Robert F. Bales, Family. Socialization and Interaction Process ^lencoe,
Illinois, 195^, p. 358.)
2
Some residents must even be given toilet training after entering the
Fort Wayne State School.
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The group goals may be stated as the development of democratic group
controls, group cohesion, and a positive group atmosphere, to the greatest
possible extent, consistent with the achievement of the individual goals.
The group goals sire instrumental to the achievement of the individual
goeuLs. Unlike group work with mator or most "normal" groups, in the insti¬
tution the group goals are not as important as the individual goeils.^ This
is true because of the limitations of the retarded amd their consequent in¬
ability to reach broad group objectives, such as the development of group
responsibility through social action.
As pointed out in Chapter III the role of the group worker was ana¬
lyzed as seen in two main dimensions, that of sociad relationships and pro¬
gram activity. In addition the group experience of the individiial member,
as a means of ventilating emotions connected with different aspects of the
members’ life in the institution, was singled out for special consideration.
As Coyle says:
The group worker always is aware of two simultaneous streams of ac¬
tivity within his groups. On the one hand he sees the program acti¬
vities amd their progress, games, discussion, business meeting, dra¬
matics, or ceramics, as the case may be. On the other hand he sees
the interplay of social relationships which maike up the group. These
include the interpersonal reactions between the members auid the rela¬
tion of each to the group-as-a-whole. Affection amd hostility,
rivadry and submission, loyadty and leadership, he recognizes the pro¬
cess of sociad relationships of which he is a pau*t.2
The interpretation that follows is based upon consideration of the role
of the group worker in working towaird individuad amd group goals, as iden¬
tified above.
1
For further discussion of this point, see Appendix - C , p. 72.
2




The socialization process is crucisd in the individual's life, for it
is through this means that he becomes a personality and an Integral part
of his society. He learns what is expected of him and he acts in accord¬
ance with it. Throu^ social interaction with peers he learns to control
impulses, to gain acceptance and necessary social skills in role perform¬
ance. Individual personality differences are not negated but rather are
furthered and enriched by constructive socialization.
It is also important that he identify with appropriate adult figures.
From this meaningful and positive identification the individual develops
his values by internalization of the veilues of the significant adults. The
group worker's role at Fort Wayne State School is clearly that of the sig¬
nificant adult.
In the early stages (first six meetings) constructive interpersonal
relationships were not evidenced. The group members were withdrawn and
showed very little interest in each other. The individual members were
only concerned with self. They seemed fearful of the new environment and
this was evidenced by frequent crying. Hie records of the second six meet¬
ings showed the group members moving from being completely individualistic
to some interaction. This interaction was evidenced largely as hostility
usually directed towaurds other group members. The records of the third six
meetings showed greater interaction among the group members. The interac¬
tion was evidenced both on the positive and negative levels Involving both
the verbed and non-verbal members.
Most members did not relate well to the worker during the first period.
What relationships did exist between the worker and the members were leu:ge-
ly negative during this time. There was some change in the relationship as
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the group continued to meet. The records of the second six meetings found
the group members relating more positively to the worker. The records of
the third six meetings seemed to evidence even less adjustment in the re¬
lationship; at any rate, there was very little positive movement.
The worker attempted to utilize relationship enabling individual group
members to come into the group situation; the worker att^pted to enable
group members to feel accepted in the group. The records of the third
period gave evidence of the worker trying to stimulate the less active
group members. The worker's role was not always clearly pointed up, but
many implications of role performance by the worker may be inferred from
the records.
Program Activity
Development, of activity skills, is important to the individual
whether he is retarded or not. Skill in this area will give him status
with his peers, along with the achievement of some sense of self worth and
value. The individual who engages in activities may be able to release anx¬
ieties and frustrations growing out of his relationship with his environ¬
ment. Learning to be a part of a cooperative activity is an essential as¬
pect of socialization.
Program activity, during the first six meetings, was very simple; it
was individualistic in nature, requiring little group cooperation. The ac¬
tivities were geared to the level of functioning of each group member. This
Inclvided exploring the natural surroundings (going for hikes around groundsill
coloring, cutting, and drawing. These activities were not completely ac¬
cepted by all group members. The second period was geared to emphasize
play equipment. The group readily accepted this activity. The group show¬
ed complete participation, with the exception of N. H. The group members
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began playing alone early during thia period. As they continued this ac¬
tivity the group members began to share. They were not completely willing
to share, but the worker tried to enable the group in understauiding the
importance of all group members sharing the bicycles, games and plastic
toys. The group gradually began sharing all of the equifsoent and be^m
what the group called "taking turns," in order for all group members to
make use of the equipnent.
The final six week period found the group engaging in severed activ¬
ities both inside and outside the institution. The group made use of mo¬
deling clay auid went on a field trip. The group members were involved in
using their hands and working with the clay together. The group went on
the field trip to the fire house to see the fire fighting equipment.
The worker had to make the necessary arrangements, for all these ac¬
tivities. The group had not developed any means of group control during
the eighteen meetings. It depended upon the worker for decisions in activ¬
ities that they were to use during each meeting. This continued through
the first and second six meetings. During the third six meetings, the
group members began to choose individually the kinds of activities in which
each wanted to participate.
Group Experience as Catharsis
The group experience can be useful to habilitation if it allows venti¬
lation of feelings. These feelings may be derived from living experiences,
in the institution, which do not offer the group member any opportunity for
emotional expression. The group member might need release of feeling around
cottage living situation, rigid school schedule, the speech and hearing
therapy schedule, other workers and the general institutional environment.
The data did not evidence any experiences, consciously planned for by
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the group worker, whereby the group members were able to ventilate or re¬
lease such feelings. The worker's role in providing opportunities for
catharsis was not evident by means of the schedule and analysis of the re¬
cords.
The group did, however engage in activities which in themselves served
as a means of releasing hostile or other feelings some of which evidently
originated outside of the group.
Worker's Role Performance
As previously stated only elements not pointed out in other categories
will be dealt with here.
The worker's records frequently referred to efforts to involve the
group members in the group activities. She showed concern with all group
members and throu^ relationships and program attempted to enable all group
members to participate fully. However, the records do not make it possible
to interpret whether there were 6Uiy developments in this area apart from
the interpretation given above in connection with group controls and pro¬
gram activity.
Overview
The group started out with ambivalent feelings about the group itself
as well as about the worker. Relationships, member to member, member to
group, member to worker and group to worker slowly and irregularly develop¬
ed in a positive direction.
The group did not develop democratic group controls during the eigh¬
teen group meetings. It did, however, develop some cohesion particularly
in the last period. The group members were able to identify with their
group name (Davy Crocketts).
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Program activity was instrumental in fostering individual goals be¬
cause of the involvement of all group members, including those who could
not communicate verbally, those who could ccmnaunlcate verbally, the iso¬
lates, those group members who wanted to dominate, and the aggressive mem¬
bers* The degree of participation varied tremendously; however, no con¬
sistent developanent towards Increased participation was evidenced in the
records.
There was development in the group members sharing together. The mem¬
bers developed a more positive relation toward each other and toward the
worker. The members began choosing activities in which they wanted to
participate on a small scale. The group developed some cohesion, but
psurticipation did not always involve the total group.
The records were Inadequate in content and the schedule-analysis did
not provide sufficient data in many areas. Of course, the inadequacy, in
part, might have been due to the inadequacy of the schedule rather than the
records. In auay case the interpretation was limited because of the limita¬
tion of the data.
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY
This research has att^pted to show the role of the group worker In
working with groups of the mentally retarded for the purpose of promotion
of socialization and habilitation.
It was felt that such a study might be of some vedue, especially be¬
cause the use of group work method in work with the retarded is relatively
new.
The study was limited by the inexperience of the researcher, the fact
that data was derived only from one group of moderately retarded boys,
ages eight through thirteen years, and by the fact that only eighteen re¬
cords were used covering, with some gaps, a period of six months in the
life of the group.^
The ei^teen records were analyzed through the use of a schedule and
an Interpretation was made of the material developed by the use of the
schedule.
The data were presented in a separate chapter as excerpted from the
records by the use of the schedule. This material was summarized according
to a three-period breakdown of the eighteen meetings, six consecutive
1
The reseEu*cher wants to emphasize that the aztalysis was based upon a
very limited "sample” of the work of the group work section of the institu¬
tion, and also that the analysis was based upon records which may very well
have been inadequate in showing the full implication of the worker’s role. .
It was not the intention of the research nor at any point was this implied
to evaluate the functioning of the group work section: any evaluation of the
group studied or of the function of the worker was partial, limited in
nature as pointed out above.
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meetings constituting one period.
Interpretation of the data were presented in the fourth chapter. It
was found that very little progress was made in group development but that
definite evidences of the development of individuals through the group ex¬
perience was discovered.
The group worker's role with the group was found to be in keeping with
the group worker's role as usually presented in group work theory except
that because of the reteurdatlon of the group members more emphasis was
necessarily put upon the achievement of individual rather than of group
goals—unlike the equality or balance of group and Individual emphases in
the use of group method with "normal" groups.^
1
For further discussion, see Appendix C.
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SCHEDULE FOR READING RECORDS
I.Relationships




















(d) reacting to others as threats
(e) hostilely
2. What are the patterns of social interaction existing among
the various group members?
(a) significant sub-groups or sub-groupings'’
1
The strongest attitude being displayed by the group members, during
a meeting.
2
Sub-group-a relatively stable group within the group with a greater
degree of solidarity among its members than between its members and the
rest of the group.
3
Sub-grouping-a temporeury sub-group which may or may not become a
sub-group.
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68(b)Other interaction patterns-scapegoats, and isolates or
those members whose relationships aure only one way.^
D. Process of social adjustment of individual members.^
1. What adjustment took place?
2. What adjustment did not take place?
3. How did one or two affect the mendsers in the group?
E. Worker's use of relationship toward helping each child adjust
to the group or IndividueQ. members?
F. Worker's use of program towsurd helping each child adjust to the








G. External factors influencing group atmosphere?











One way relationships are those relationships which are characterized
by a constant flow of stimuli, towards auiother member, to which there is no,
or very little response from the person to whom the stimuli are transmit¬
ted.
2
Social adjustment is the development of a positive pattern of inter¬







A. Do members vary in their attachment to the group?
B. Is the morale^ of the group—
1. High
2. Low
3. In-betweenIV.Gkpoup experiences allowing or providing opportunity for expression




D. Group worker's other than own group worker
E. Living situation within the institutionV.Group Controls
A. Does the group have a formal system of controls?
B. Does the group depend upon the worker's authority as a means of
controlling group activity?
C. How do group controls affect group participation?
D. Are the members controlled by the group outside the group
meeting?
E. How does the group react when it cannot get what it wants?
F. What kinds of issues have produced program or other conflicts
in the group?
G. 1. Who are the indigenous leaders in the group?
2. What activities accounted for their rise to leadership?
3. How do they use their status in controlling the group?
1
Morale is the overall attachment of the members to the group; over¬
all member identification with the group; loyalty to the group; overaJ-l
positive feelings towards the group.
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VI. Program Activity
A. Mhat are the major organized activities of each meeting?
B. What organized activities have met with the greatest response?







D. Individual members attitude toward activity.
E. What kinds of activities seem to have raised problems around
members daily routine schedule?
1, Activities centered outside of institution, i.e., trips,
theatre and parties
2. Activities on grounds
VIL Worker's Role^
A. What agency regulations or requirements affect role performance
of worker?
1. Meeting needs of group
2. Programming with group
3. Otherwise
B. Worker's use of relationship in program activities •
C. Worker's use of relationship in helping members adjust to worker.
D. Worker's use of program in guidance of group process in achieve¬
ment of individual and group goals.
1
Point seven was added for the purpose of catching any pertinent
material left out of the remaining part of the schedule.
APPENDIX B




D. Group size (determination)
E. Level of functioningIV.What are the goals the group holds for itself?V.What are the individual goals the group holds for itself?VI.What were the program skills used and why?VII.What are the purposes of the following committees?
A. Progress Review






Discussion of Individual and Group Goals
Ideally, group controls should be an outgrowth of the group's intel¬
ligent consideration of «uid selection of means for cooperatively and ef¬
ficiently organizing its activities to reach group goals. Furthermore the
goals themselves should be determined by the group on the basis of demo¬
cratic selection among alternative goals in such a way as to bring the max¬
imum fulfillment to the individual members and the group as a whole. It is
evident that such an ideal process necessitates (a) considerable self dis¬
cipline on the part of individuals in controlling immediate impulse expres¬
sion euad satisfaction (b) considerable capacity to manipulate verbal sym¬
bols or at any rate to learn to do so in order to reach acceptable deci¬
sions (c) capacity "to take the role of the other" in order to sense the
feelings of others in the group and to take into consideration not only
self needs but "other" needs and interests.
It is recognized of course that "normal" groups rarely achieve ideal
group controls or group government. However, the ideal model is a workable
Instrument for guiding the group worker in development of the group in the
right direction—granted that "everybody talking about heaven ain't going
there." It seems obvious that a degree of group development in this area
by a moderately retarded group (not only mentally but socially retarded) is
necessarily bound to be z*udimentary at the best.
Within the above limitations, the group work principle of prograim as
a tool of individual and group development must necessarily be applied pri¬
marily to individual goals. Limited capacity for group controls or govera-
ment results in limited group involvement in program activity as contrasted




Group cohesion, or loyalty, or morale, or identification is 8Ui out¬
growth of the social perception of the group by its members. The group
member feels in a cohesive group that he is an integral part of a larger
unit or social system constituted by the group as a whole, and thinks of
himself as a loyal group member.
Here, as with group government, the mentally or socially retarded
group member is limited in his capacity to identify with the group. Empi¬
rical observation of the retarded indicates that identification is more
likely to be made, by the member, with the group worker and one or two
other members than with the total group. It seems likely, however, that
the capacity for group identification of the retarded is greater than the
capacity for group government. In a group existing over a longer period of
time than the group of the present study it is possible that a much higher
degree of group cohesion would be reached.
The purpose or function of an institution for the mentally retarded is
social trealanent or habilitation of the individual. The emphasis is upon
the individual as seen within the multi-discipline approach. All disci¬
plines are concerned with the individual in the social treatment area. As
stated by Frances Grove in "Group Work for the Ifentally Retarded" the em¬
phasis is on the individual. She says, "It should be noted that the focus
is largely upon the Individualization of the patient and his specific needs
yet it is related to the group
Also as pointed out in work with groups of medically impaired children
By and large, it can be said that the general goals of group work
methods were given a specific therapeutic content by the medical func¬
tion of the agency, with special emphasis on individual adjustment and
little emphasis on group development.
_
Group Work Papers (New York, 1957), p. 69.
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There were many factors which made group development extremely dif¬
ficult, so that the group's goal was fundamentally that of development
of group conditions suad atmosphere, conducive to individual adjustment.
Such factors were: rapid turnover in group membership, as individuals
come auad left the acute ward weekly; wide age range from six to twenty
yeeu?sj difference in medical status; and above all the fact that no
two individuals were at the same point auad moving at the same rate in
their psychological and physical recovery.
The general principles of the group work method were applied also
with special emphasis on individualization—e.g., on am individiial
other tham a group basis as a result of the fact that the medical—
situation 'hit' each individual differently.1
The achievement of ambitious group goals by the retarded is not pos¬
sible. The individual, however, may mamifest progressive movement. The
result is that the group goals are subordinate amd instrumental to the in¬
dividual goals. However, this idea does not negate the importamce of the
group experience to the individual, (a) It recognizes the limitations on
development of group goals, inherent in such a setting, (b) It recognizes
the crucial significamce of the guidamce of social relationships within the
group for the purpose of furthering the habilitation of the residents.
As previously stated, in the area of social relationships, the group ex¬
perience makes it possible to enrich the life of the resident through social
interaction with peers, relationship with the worker amd catharsis of ne¬
gative feelings. (Program activity may also contribute to the latter).
From the above it is cleair that some of the more large-scale social
amd group goals of group work do not apply to the intensely individualized
and treatment-focused work with the retairded. This does not minimize the
importamce of such work but identifies its differences.
In order to clamify this point, further reference will be made to
Natham E. Cohen's talk at the National Conference of Social Work —
1
Marjorie Anita Alexander, "The Use of Program Activity in the Adjust
ment of Children with Rheumatic Disorders." (Unpublished Master's Thesis,
School of Social Work, Atlamta University, 1953), pp. 89-90.
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"Implications of the Present Scene for Social Group Work Practice."^ In
dealing with the development of social, group work Cohen said;
...Then with the influence of social philosophers like John Dewey,
more emphasis was placed on leaurning through doing and on man's need
to ptarticlpate in his own destiny. The group was highlighted as a
minature replica of the democratic society and as prep^ation for
citizenship in a democracy. More recently the Merlcan Association
of (hroup Workers in defining the function of the ^oup worker stated:
The guiding purpose behind such leadership rests upon the common as¬
sumptions of a democratic society; namely, the opportunity for each
individual to fulfill his capacities in freedom, to respect and ap¬
preciate others and to assume his social responsibility in maintain¬
ing and constantly improving our democratic society.
1
Group Work smd Community Organization, 1955. p. 106.
